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You are banned! ;_;
You have been banned from /pol/ for the following reason:
Blogpost
Your ban was filed on Saturday 12 May, 2018 and expires 17 hours from now, which is on Sunday 13 May,
2018
Your IP address is ...UuefNmcC.
If you use a proxy or VPN service, this ban might not be intended for you because proxies share IPs between
users. Unfortunately, other users of the proxy might be using it to post illegal content or spam the boards.
You were banned for the following post on /pol/:
File: c85dcc4f31696ac⋯.jpg (55.35 KB, 800x600, 4:3, blonde-angel-girl-swans-di….jpg)

Anonymous 05/12/18 (Sat) 19:09:28 4fb772 No.11574887[Reply]
I've started the search for a decent gf and I need to know which path I should take.
Some bacgkround information:
>Live in upper middle class liberal subburb (not going to say where)
>Near end of school year, going to go into a new school with none of the people from my current school. (Not
college)
>Want to go to either Montana or Idaho when I leave childhood home
>I'm not falling for the college meme, while I'll have the equivalent of a free associates degree by the end of
highschool, I'm going to trade school.
So my 2 options are to try and find a gf at the school Im going into, or waiting until I'm grown up and then
trying to find a girl in the north west.
Some Pros/Cons:
>If I get a decent gf now, she'll be a virgin and pairbond very well.
>She'll be very young, but it won't be weird. >Will have a lot of extra years that can be used for popping out
extra white babies compared to most relationships
>Will probably have to do more work deprogramming liberal delusions in my area.
>I won't be as established at this point in my life, will be harder to support a family.
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>I'll have to invest more conservatively than I'd like.
IF I GO THE OTHER ROUTE.
>I'll most likely have to live in Montana rather than Idaho because there are more white women there according
to: http://wherethewhitewomenat.com/
To my knowledge montana isn't as economical to live in as idaho.
>I'll be richer by the time I settle down
>I'll be able to be a bit more choosey
>I most likely won't find a virgin
So /pol/ what should I do? Should I find a good specimen at school, and how choosey should I be? What point of
based-ness of a gf should I start from at this school since my options will be limited, I undoubtably wiPost too
long. Click here to view the full text.
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